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Comments Received  

 

 

Comments (167) People were asked to suggest any new areas for dog control orders [to 

view click on arrow] 

1. More poo bins needed to he placed round forests, especially in parkhurst as it is littered in there with 

dog poo and just 1 bin in the car park Also borthwood only seems to have 1 bin at the entrance which 

deters people from picking their dogs muck up.  

2. Dogs should be on leads at all times around other dogs and people  

3. Keats Green - dogs on lead. Rylstone gardens - dogs on lead (if not already) and Shanklin 

esplanade/Shanklin Sandown revetments - dogs on lead (if not already). We need dog wardens to 

patrol dogs on lead areas as too many dog attacks taking place on the island in general.  

4. All public roads, footpaths, bridleways, and byeways.  

5. Every dog should be under control and it’s unfair the people with there dogs out of control making it 

harder for others, it’s always the 1% of bad owners making it difficult for the rest of us.  

6. I would like to see signs on the breakwaters on the beach so dog owners are aware  

7. Along the revetment from Sandown to Shanklin. There's always people along there with dogs off leads, 

especially early morning and not everyone likes dogs running up to them. Also when they are not on a 

lead the dogs run on the beach where they are not allowed. Please do something about this. Also I 

suggested years ago about putting 'no dogs' signs on the groins, then when people are illegally walking 

their dogs on the beach, they would see the signs.  

8. East Cowes Seafront in totality. It's becoming disgusting with exrement, dogs are making unsolicited 

contact with people trying to use the area for recreation. There should be one specific area they can 

use and that area clearly observed to ensure the safety of others including other dogs.  

9. On lease while passing through any livestock populated fields areas  



10. Carisbrooke Recreation Ground.  

11. Cycle tracks. Dogs running around can be a danger to cyclists.  

12. West Cowes seafront and Northwood House Park ,resudents pay for the upkeep of both from council 

tax  

13. Ventnor park. There are many dogs chasing the ducks, budgies, children and fouling.  

14. Wroxall. Dog fouling a problem  

15. The graveyard next to st Thomas church in Ryde dogs on leads and no loitering  

16. causeway freshwater to Yarmouth several dogs regularly allowed to crash through undergrowth & reed 

beds disturbing nesting birds  

17. All around Lake as most owners clear up mess there are owners who don't just leaving it!  

18. Over the last 18 months or so, in and around Shanklin town and including parts of the cliff path namely 

Eastcliff Promenade seating area, we have seen an increase in anti-social behaviour involving the 

consumption of alcohol. The particular individuals who habitually consume alcohol in public areas are 

well known and repeatedly reported to our local PCSO, PC and Hampshire Constabulary. Could I 

request that consideration for applying a protection order for consumption of alcohol in public space is 

applied to Shanklin Town or particular parts of Shanklin at the very least. These include identified areas 

such as: Regent Street, Shanklin – public benches on the corner of Cross Road – High Street and Regent 

Street. Area around the Methodist Church in Regent Street. The bus shelter (overnight sleeping often 

occurs here) in Landguard Road outside of the Co-op store. The public benches along Eastcliff 

Promenade is a favourite in the summer months for the general public and tourists but often deterred 

by habitual drinkers sleeping on the benches. Thank you.  

19. All cliff steps such as Luccombe steps. Rylestone Gardens. Uncontrolled dogs can cause accidents on 

steep steps frequented by families. Rylstone Gardens are used by all ages and is a popular Music 

Venue.  

20. Ventnor to Bonchurch revetment and all paths that form the Coastal Path  

21. The childrens play area in Chillerton. This play area is controlled by Chillerton Parish Council rather than 

the IOW Council and should have the same protection as IOW play areas.  

22. Hollow Lane, Chillerton, adjacent to village green.  

23. Chillerton play area  

24. Chillerton. Playground.  

25. Gatcombe requires that Hunt dogs need to be controlled by a IWC order  

26. Chillerton Play Area, this is an enclosed play park with a gate accessed from a bridleway. For many 

years the Parish Council has tried to prevent dogs using the area but faceas is regularly found by the 

Environment Officer. The residents would welcome this area being included in the control zone  

27. The whole of Sandown bay during the summer as it is a main tourist area  

28. Dog poo is unsightly our parks are like a minefield of the stuff, it just takes one dump and and someone 

will tread in it, no where is immune I have seen it in shop doorways, in the high street, even on the 

carpet of a ferry and what did the owner do, moved upstairs. There is close to my home a 200 yard long 

foot path with dog bins at both ends and you still find doggy gifts left behind. I have small area of grass 

just outside my drive I am always picking up, what am I suppose to do I am considering getting CCTV, 

but why should I invest £100 just to catch someone's dog crapping on my lawn. The lad from the local 

pub was bringing his 'husky' to foul our street, I picked up 9 between my house and the pub, I took 

them into the pub and put them on the bar ' these are yours' but it didn't stop, I took three or four bags 

back before he stopped using our street, one lady erected a sign in her garden with a picture of poo 

and a message, others took photos , we reported him to the dog warden, who said he would need to 

catch him and did nothing. It is crazy we fence in the children play area when in fact its not the 

children's poo that's the problem but the dogs we should be fencing off a dog poo area not the 

children's play area. I would like to see ONE beach, ONE park and ONE long country walk set aside for 

dogs, BUT I would be happy, over the moon in fact, If there was ONE beach ONE park ONE country walk 



where I could go without having to share it with someone hairy hound, sniffing round my picnic, YES it 

really did happen a dog sniffed our picnic then peed on it, the dog owner was actually embarrassed and 

it nothing to improve my love of dogs  

29. Path adjacent to beach through Appley Park. This is a very busy area (especially in summer) used for 

cyling and walking and parents with children in buggies. I have seen dogs jumping into buggies with 

children, running across the path from the park to the beach, knocking children over and creating a 

hazard for cyclists. Dogs off leads frequently run across the path onto the beach (where dogs are 

banned) from the park and there is nothing to prevent this.  

30. Sandown/Shanklin revetment - dogs should be on leads here during the 31 May - 30 September period  

31. Tennyson Trail. So non dog lovers can enjoy it without having dogs jumping up and chasing after them.  

32. All public footpaths and rights of way  

33. Around Ventnor paek when we have problems with dogs off the lead with duckings and ducks had have 

enough of it put the gardeners tee in the park and duck wardens in charge on a 23!7 shift with island 

roads petrol  

34. Bembridge Lagoons - these lagoons are protected sites; SPA,SPC and S.S.S.I. These are precious 

environments that are inhabited by endangered species such as the Bembridge Water Beetle and the 

Starlet Sea Anemone. People letting their dogs off of leads and into the lagoons is a regular occurrence 

in this area, as is littering with dog poo bags and dog poo. Surly the dog poo must be introducing an 

imbalance in this sensitive habitat to the detriment of the wildlife within it. This must be one if the 

most important area’s to protect from disturbance and damage by dogs off of leads or leaving 

excrement.  

35. All paths and areas adjacent to beaches that are subject to Dog Exclusion between 1st May and 30th 

September. See my comments at Section 6 "Dogs on Lead". All paths and areas where persistant dog 

fouling is a problem.  

36. Location - Fishbourne Bridleway R3, the length from the junction with Fishbourne Lane to the gate 

giving access to Quarr Road, Binstead. Reason - the bridleway has fields on each side that are occupied 

throughout the year with animals (sheep, cattle, horses) and their young, that over a number of years 

have seen instances of harassment by uncontrolled dogs. The most extreme case was approximately 

one year ago with several sheep being horrifically savaged. The bridleway crosses through Quarr Abbey 

land, and as such, is a popular location for dog walkers (locals and visitors), who in some cases bring 

several uncontrolled dogs.  

37. I wpuld like to see that dogs must be kept on leads in all public places  

38. The surrounds of Carisbroke Castle. Children play, including rolling, on the grass banks. Even cleared 

faeces can transmit infections.  

39. On the walk from Yarmouth to the End of the Line cafe - dogs running loose are a menace to walkers, 

cyclists and wildlife.  

40. Carisbrooke castle grounds and car park to protect livestock in the field adjacent to the car park. 17 

sheep were killed by dogs in 2019 on this land  

41. Gatcombe, because we fell threatened by the numerous out of control dogs that are let out of the Hunt 

premises when they go walking with them. If the dogs were on leads and the owners cleared up all the 

faeces after the dogs, then it would be ok, but they never do.  

42. Gatcombe area. When using the highway/bridleways in this area we frequently come across dogs out 

of control and not on leads, or worse the Isle of Wight Foxhounds, the latter are intimidating  

43. Ryde beach- currently dogs are excluded from the beach during summer months however during this 

time they are allowed on the large sandbank at low tide. In reality owners allow their dogs off lead and 

dogs run all over the beach, often out of control. I would like the dog restriction to include the large 

sandbank in this area and it would also be great for the dog restriction to be in place during winter 

months when it is still nice to be wrapped up warm enjoying the beach with my children.  



44. Wootton Recreation Ground - Pitches used for Rugby and Football during the season - 1st September to 

30th April. Children and adults use the pitches on a regular basis and often have to remove dog faeces 

before playing. I have experienced children falling in dog mess, which as you know is a potential health 

hazard. Ocular toxocariasis. Dogs also can run onto the pitches during play, which again could be a risk.  

45. Niton Recreation ground which should also be an alcohol free area as is currently the case  

46. Seagrove Bay, dogs (and owners) are out of control in this area which is constantly used by families  

47. Northwood Park - so many large dogs run round in an uncontrolled manner that smaller dogs can get 

very anxious. Owners often appear oblivious to this. I cannot take my well behaved dog on a lead there 

any longer.  

48. NO DOGS BUT ASSISTING DOGS FOR BLIND ETC SHOULD BE ALLOWED IN ANY SHOP  

49. The ability to bring in orders for roads which have persistent fouling  

50. Sandown marshes and water courses and lakes along the Eastern Yar where wildlife isn't already 

protected from dogs.  

51. All playing fields and sports pitches so have dog bans and anyone ignoring this should be fined  

52. YES. On the revetment between Sandown and Shanklin as this is an exceptionally busy thoroughfare 

with pedestrians, cyclists, hut owners/renters, water sports activities. Dogs should be kept on a lead 

here from 1st May until the Autumn school term starts again.  

53. Dogs should be on leads on cycle path 23 to prohibit dogs jumping up at cyclists and also to protect 

small children walking and cycling on said cycle path  

54. There are too many already.  

55. Seaview, beaches during the summer months. As a dog owner myself, it’s irresponsible to allow dogs 

free roaming when the beaches are packed with children in the summer months.  

56. There needs to be more dog waste bins please. With formal notification above these bins outlining how 

fines will be given if you do not clear up dog faeces. Our streets are becoming so littered with dog mess 

it will eventually become a hazard as dog faeces is very toxic.  

57. ALL COUNCIL OWNED PLAYING FIELDS ON THE ISLE OF WIGHT  

58. Ryde beaches dog control zones must be confusing, as owners seem to inadvertently take their dogs 

from dog friendly areas onto dog control areas. Is this because beaches don’t have defined boundaries? 

Or the maps aren’t visible from on the beach? For some reason/s the current control zones don’t really 

work.  

59. Rylestone Gardens, Shanklin, can cameras be put up to stop the constant fouling by dogs and dog 

owners not being responsible and picking up and a very heavy fine if caught with appropriate signage  

60. Coastal path and accessible coves between Ventnor and St. Lawrence  

61. Bembridge beach - especially South East side (from cafe towards Whitecliff bay) as constant pressure 

by dogs off leads chasing birds prevents them from feeding.  

62. Birchmore lane and Blackwater cycle track. (Naturezones Nature Reserve) People do not pick up faeces 

along the track. They have a detrimental impact upon wildlife in the area and sheep which frequently 

graze along there. Dogs should be on leads in this area. Water voles in the area should be protected 

from dogs running looses  

63. All dogs on leads at all time unless they have a night certification of training  

64. Collingwood Road Shanklin  

65. Along revetment between Sandown and shanklin during school holidays as this is a shared footpath. 

Also cyclists should be advised to slow along this stretch... For the same reason  

66. Carisbrooke Castle fields, fed up with taking the children there to run around and picnic and getting dog 

poo everywhere.The plastic dog poo bags hanging from the bushes is disgusting.  

67. Should not be allowed In restaurants or eating premises.  

68. We would like to see dogs on leads under control on Culver Down. The reason being is to stop owners 

from allowing dogs to roam free and not pick up, or ignore picking up.  



69. The trouble with all of this is that responsible dog owners will control & clean up after their dogs. 

Irresponsible owners will not. Unless irresponsible dog owners are caught and prosecuted this will not 

alter the difficulties encountered.  

70. Shanklin Apply beach, chine to Luccombe because out of control dogs , lots of fouling and full poo bags 

floating and left laying about.  

71. Simeon Rec in Ryde. Children play here all the time, dog owners let their dogs run loose and deficate 

without cleaning up. On numerous occasions I have had to clean dog poo off my child who has simply 

been playing football. And been told by dog owners to stay away from their child wary dogs - which are 

off a leash in a children’s play area. Given the skate area, play park and large grassy expanse, it would 

be nice to have a clean, safe child friendly area.  

72. A flexible zone to control dogs around livestock. Most owners are responsible, as usual its the odd one 

or two who cause problems.  

73. All beaches all year round  

74. Big mead  

75. Freshwater Down. Dogs often running free  

76. Keep dogs under control at all locations that children are at play  

77. All beaches all parks. People do not understand or unwilling to control their dogs. Should be free to 

walk without being rushed or threatened by a dog  

78. Ventnor park. Have seen many dogs off lead running away from owners. Have seen them in the 

stream/pond bit chasing the ducks plenty of times.  

79. All places where people eat food outdoors or sunbathe/sit on beaches or grass areas, cafes etc. 

Puckpool Park would be a much nicer place without dogs. Any park or recreation ground where people 

wish to play football but can't safely for fear of getting dog's mess on themselves or being 

attacked/pestered by offlead dogs. Ban the dogs completely from such areas including skateparks 

because nobody likes cleaning dog's mess off of their board or wheels or their bike.  

80. St Helens Duver & Beach because people are not clearing up the mess from Dogs fouling everywhere.  

81. This whole survey seems to be about dogs. What about unruly teenagers?  

82. St Helen's Beach & Duver: 01/05-30/09 Dogs on leads in both areas. There has been an explosion of 

dog ownership to the point that there are very often more dogs than people in these areas now and 

owners walking ahead of their dogs are oblivious to what is happening behind them. Designating and 

advertising the area as a lead-free zone for dogs just brings in even more. I have politely asked several 

owners to pick up their dog poo - some don't have bags with them. I love dogs and I appreciate they 

play an important part in people's lives. However, when you are sitting on a beach with children and 

their sand activities are destroyed by an uncontrolled dog then I wish they were all put on leads. The 

Duver itself is losing its top vegetation with all the sharp claws on it. Is this an issue for the National 

Trust / local ecology? In a perfect world, if all the dog owners were responsible, there would be no 

issue.  

83. St Helens village green & adjacent playing/cricket fields in St Helens. The green areas mentioned above 

are surrounded by roads, many a time I have seen a dog gone to run for a ball or been startled by 

something & dart towards the road. During the summer it is much worse, I feel that all dogs spots be 

on a lead on the village green at all times.  

84. I would like to see more enforcement of the current rules. Especially dogs off lead along roads.  

85. Battery gardens, lake. As a dog owner myself and a mother, I find the number of off lead dogs running 

out of control can be quite intimidating to children and on-road dogs using the area  

86. Vectis Field, Newport. Walkway between Appley and Puckpool. Cowes seafront, the Green.  

87. No there are enough restrictions on dogs, try crossing the ferry during school holidays children need 

some restrictions not dogs, the ferry is bedlam with children running amok  

88. Ventnor Park  



89. I would like at least one beach on the island to exclude dogs all year round so I can visit a beach in the 

winter as well as the summer without having dogs bothering me  

90. The entire Isle of Wight -- there are too many dogs  

91. Christ the King playing fields. There are supposed to be no dogs but now the gate has gone I regularly 

see people walking their dogs across there.  

92. Cowes Green: this is an area that the public can sit and watch out over The Solent and is often spoilt by 

irresponsible dog owners letting their dogs run around off the lead and disturbing people just wanting 

to enjoy the atmosphere, this behaviour of dog owners is unfortunately far to common occurrence in 

and around the Island especially on beaches many owners have the attitude that "it doesn't mean me" 

or "but everybody loves dogs" that while that can be true in the right place and beaches and open 

public spaces should have the ability to restrict dogs so the public can enjoy the spaces without the 

worry of being disturbed.  

93. Gurnard Green and Cowes Green. These Greens are busy with Adults and Children and some dog 

owners use them to excersise the dog of the lead by using a ball thrower stick and are often up to Fifty 

meteres from the dog. On lead excersise also results in less dog mess not being picked up as is the case 

on both Greens.  

94. In all public spaces particularly in parks, coastal paths ,country footpaths and popular beaches.  

95. Path between Victoria recreation road and Wellington road. The path is used by many children and 

always had lots of dog mess  

96. Would like to see dogs on leads on Bembridge beach - during the winter to protect migratory birds, and 

in the summer to safeguard children playing.  

97. Would prefer dogs to be on leads around Carisbrooke Castle. There are many dogs being walked and 

they often jump up at passers by. Though friendly they often have very muddy feet!  

98. At Helens beach should be made dog free in the summer months, it is overwhelmed by dogs because 

they are banned on other beaches so they come to Start Helens? They cause a nuisance,poo all over 

the place, and are a danger to public health. I spend a lot of time there in the summer and witness 

many incidents of dogs pooing around the place with no owner in sight. I know the council say they do 

not propose to bring in a ban for dogs on the beach at St Helens this is because they do not have the 

guts to bring it in line with other beaches. Why ban dogs in some places and not others. ? If it is the 

right thing to do then all beaches should be the same. Then you should make all beaches dog friendly in 

the summer. One of the results of the increase in dogs at St Helens is that the dog poo bins cannot cope 

with the volume and often overflow, another public health issue. Ban dogs from the beach at St Helens 

in the summer. Have the courage to do it.  

99. Please no dogs on Seagrove & Priory beaches during Summer period - ie May to Oct  

100. Priory Bay. Reasons: 1) It is popular with families in the summer. 2) It is common to see dogs 

running round harassing the seabirds and wading birds which use this area at different times of the 

year. It used to be a peaceful environment for these birds but nowadays they are constantly being 

chased off by dogs. I think they should be given some protection.  

101. St Helen's Duver beach during summer months. I walk my dog in St Helen's every day and am 

surprised dogs are allowed on this popular bathing beach  

102. all beaches  

103. How about some effective enforcement island wide?  

104. Compton Beach Dogs off leads continually jumping up at children and running of with balls etc  

105. Dogs should be on leads in ALL public spaces and highways.  

106. All dogs should be kept on leads in public areas  

107. ALL ISLAND CYCLE TRACKS - DOGS NOT ON LEADS ON CYCLE TRACKS ARE DANGEROUS. I HAVE HAD 

2 ACCIDENTS DUE TO DOGS NOT ON LEADS  

108. Spring hill gardens ventnor  

109. Ventnor Park where dogs, not on leads are known to attack ducks/ducklings.  



110. Again, most dog owners are responsible, don’t punish them, deal with the non responsible ones.  

111. all public areas. Dogs should be kept on leads to prevent attacks and to ensure that owners know 

when their dogs are defecating and should clean up after them.  

112. All beaches and public parks. Dogs are a menace to children and the infirm  

113. I think dogs should be banned from all public park areas ie, Victoria Recreation Ground, Big Mead 

Shanklin, Appley park et al. these are areas where the general public have access at all times. Even if a 

resposible owner picks up after their dog, there must be some "residue" left behind, this can still be a 

health hazard!! In Victoria Rec. there is an unfenced slide and swings adjacent to the top of Alderbury 

lane, this should also come into the banning area.  

114. Shanklin cliff path. Zero control of dogs there shitting everywhere.  

115. Colwell Common  

116. Please please please stop dogs fouling Ryde ( around Haylands Primary School !). Someones child is 

going to become seriously ill! Dogs should be DNA tested!  

117. I think there should be these dog control areas everywhere. I like to think of my self as a 

responsible dog owner but what really bugs me is when dogs are not on leads and owners do not watch 

them and they don’t see them do there business and therefore are unable to clean up the mess 

afterwards  

118. The cliff top path between Sandown and Shanklin. There's dog mess everywhere, and the narrow 

path restricts the opportunity to avoid dogs that come bounding up to you and cause a nuicance. Of 

course, if you reject the dogs attention, the owner usually states "He's only playing". Why can't these 

people understand not eveyone wants to kiss their dog !  

119. Anywhere children are  

120. A section of Appley Park should be dedicated as a children's play area.  

121. Pan park. A no dogs sign isnt effective and there is dog poo in the park all the time.  

122. All residential roads/closes which are unadopted by the council should be opted in.  

123. All agricultural land traditionally used for livestock.  

124. Keats Green / Chine Avenue, extending to Church Rd / Queens Rd / Everton lane ( associated 

pathways leading to Tower Gardens . During the past six years myself and many residents have 

witnessed anti social behavior to include drug use ( documented via Hampshire constabulary ) , groups 

of persons at any time of day under the influence of alcohol , lastly many , many dog walkers blissfully 

unaware or simply ignoring their dog fouling the footpaths and grass areas to Keats Green . The entire 

length of the upper cliff path through to Battery Gardens is in fact littered with dog Faeces , including 

all paths to the lower revetments .  

125. Ventnor Park and the grass area above ventnor park  

126. Recreation ground, Wootton. Used by footballers and rugby players of all ages. Ask any coach, 

clearing the pitch of dog mess before matches is an unpleasant but all too regular task. Local p.c will 

not request this because of the large dog owner vote in Wootton.  

127. Any where there is live stock keep dogs on leads  

128. I think around kids areas like the skate park in east cowes should not allow dogs to be roaming 

around when you have a child who is scared of dogs it makes it hard to go to many green areas cause 

there is always dogs .saying that people seem to take there dogs everywhere like Osborne house even 

when events on !!  

129. Seaview - dog shit every few steps on all the pavements  

130. Litten Park in Newport, to many youths with dogs off lead with no or little recall and by a children's 

play area and main road. Also dogs used to intimidate late at night  

131. Brook and Compton beaches - fed up of dogs rushing up and jumping at my children. They trample 

over our picnics. They also go to the toilet on the beach. Disgusting.  

132. ALL The Island  



133. Any of the public cycle paths (I use the cowes to Newport path). Dogs off leads are a constant 

danger to the cyclist and the animal.  

134. Along ALL shared pedestrian/cycle paths.  

135. We are 100% totally in agreement with proposal of dogs having to be on leashes on St. Helens 

Duver! We would also like to go so far as in saying that this law should also be extended onto St. Helens 

beach & prom itself. We are please, please asking if Puckpool Park & Culver Downs could also be 

proposed as enforcement areas! The amount of times we have either trod in dog faeces or witnessed 

children tread in it in numerous. We have also seen the dog(s) actual owners so far away from their 

dog(s) that they don't even know they have defecated and obviously walk away, there are also the odd 

owners who know but leave it anyway. We think it's about time these two places were considered as 

what with children being involved it's certainly a lawsuit waiting to happen!  

136. Beaches at tide line where winter birds are feeding and nesting.  

137. Ryde and other beaches where wintering birds feed, as people keep letting their dogs chase the 

birds  

138. every public walks in all Forest and keep dogs on a lead I dont use the lovely forest walks anymore 

because you have to walk very carefully as if in a mine field or you will tread in dogd muck also loose 

dogs some in a pack are threatening to people and dangerous. All dos should be kept on leads.  

139. Question if all dog control orders should be to end October  

140. Fort victoria golden hill freshwater fantastic location blighted by inconsiderate owners not 

everyone owns a dog many tourists visit this location not always with a dog .  

141. The path from The Heights car park through to Los Altos Park. The path is regularly used by school 

children going to and from local schools and also the leisure centre. The path is in a digusting state. 

There is no dog waste bin, so the dog poo bags a thrown over the fence into the old reservoir. The dog 

poo bags remain hanging on trees and bushes for years, not only is it somewhat a unhealthy but also a 

disgusting sight for both visitors and and residents. This problem needs to be addressed by putting dogs 

on leads so they cannot roam and poo undetected by the owners. A dog poo bin put in place by the car 

park. Owners are reluctant to take their dogs smelly poo bags home in the car.  

142. On football grounds and other places where people regularly come in contact with the turf.  

143. Dogs should be on leads in all built-up areas, such as villages. I live in St Lawrence and feel free-

roaming dogs to be a hazard, especially on roads.  

144. Sea wall between Bonchurch and Ventnor. My mother got knocked over by an out of control dog in 

2017  

145. Yes in Puckpool park on the upper and lower walkways by the sea. I walk it regularly and the 

owners do what they want to do, and if challenged they say that they have the dog under control  

146. Happy to continue to walk my dogs as widely as possible, but, as now, with courtesy to other users 

of areas.  

147. Dogs on leads on footpaths at Appley Park and on seafront at Ryde. I understand that dogs need to 

run in the park (I grew up with dogs at home) but think they need to be under control when on paths 

near to the playground, cafe and beach etc  

148. It should be island wide all livestock should be protected especially during lambing time . All 

farmers should be given the option to apply for restrictions to protect their livelihood  

149. Culver down. St Mary’s church cemetery  

150. Ryde West/Binstead - Dog fouling is prevalent  

151. coast path . Not nice having several dogs off their leads charging all over the path when you are out 

for a walk.  

152. East Cowes playing fields because they are always full of dogs mess  

153. I would like to see a dog control area in Victoria Rec, Carisbrooke, I often jog round this lovely rec 

and have on occasion been in fear of attack when a loose dog has charged at me! and on one occasion 



had a nasty argument with a dog owner who claimed I 'should have stopped' running! this is simply 

intimidation of an innocent park user and could be prevented by keeping dogs on leads in this area.  

154. Freshwater to Yarmouth footpath (the old railway line) including the Causeway Bridge. This would 

be really helpful to prevent dogs chasing (and in several cases last year injuring) nesting birds including 

the swans.  

155. Cycleways, I am chased and attacked every year, last year friend knocked off bike on Sandown 

route by 3 large dogs and then attacked by owner for scaring dogs, he broke his hip and hat to hobble 

away from him for safety. The causeway in Freshwater, dogs frequently chase and attack roosting or 

wading birds, I used to live along the route & constantly had dogs entering my property and acting 

aggressively as they do when they encounter a stranger, who is startled and afraid of strange dogs  

156. Appley beach between Ryde harbour and Appley Tower, in winter dogs to be kept on a lead and 

away from the waters edge to protect the wading birds overwintering on the sands.  

157. I would like dogs to be banned from cafes and restaurants  

158. All public places . I am sick of seeing dog foul wherever I walk in Ryde.  

159. Yaverland Beach towards culver, dogs running up jumping up knocking children over off leads, this 

has happened lots of times  

160. Around schools  

161. All along the coastal path. Dog fouling is rampant and not policed as far as I can see.  

162. Puckpool and Appley where dogs are a real nuisance. For example dog owners almost always let 

their dogs off leads in front to the Puckpool beach huts and allow them to run ahead then not notice or 

pick up the dog mess, often left on hut aprons, path or the grass play area.  

163. The rest of the Island. Dogs should always be under control (on a lead) in public areas. The 

preference of dog owners should not be more classed by the IWC as more important than the basic 

right for people to feel safe in public spaces. The assumption should be that they are not under control 

when off a lead - rather than assuming that they are under control when not on a lead.  

164. All island cycle routes as danger to cyclists---have been brought down twice by dogs off leash  

165. I would like to see the return to service dogs only in restaurants n cafe licenses. I am a dog owner 

but I see so many owners not controlling their animals. Guernsey have a ten pound a year license. Your 

given a parish risk for the dog collar to show where the dog lives and if your responsible owner. Money 

goes towards ensuring enough dog waste bins are funded  

166. Anywhere where a dog is allowed should be a dog control zone, dogs should be kept under control 

at all times whilst out in the public. By this I don’t mean on a lead, I just mean ‘under control’.  

167. can you look at dogs on leads along esplanades ie shanklin small hope to sandown, ryde apply to 

seaview. I am a dog owner & it is very annoying having dogs loose on the walkways 

 

 


